
Mirage Micro™ nasal mask
Micro makes (f)it easy

The Mirage Micro™ nasal mask

combines personalized fit and

easy-to-use features to ensure

your therapy experience is

comfortable and effective.

Visit www.myresmed.com for more information

about the Mirage Micro and other ResMed products,

as well as fitting guides and other therapy tips.
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Intuitively easy
• First-time fit – it’s easy to

adjust to therapy when your
mask fits you well the first time
you put it on. Your Mirage Micro
is designed to fit comfortably
the first time and every time.

• Ready to wear – handy head-
gear clips are easy to attach and
detach, saving your optimal
headgear settings so you can
“set and forget!”

• One-handed adjustment –
there’s no need to take off your
mask to use the MicroFit dial.
You can simply adjust the dial
with one hand while wearing
the mask, and even while 
lying down. 

• Easy to care for your mask –
fewer and simplified parts make
your mask easy to assemble,
disassemble and clean.

Personalized fit and comfort Quiet, sleek and stylish
• Micro makes (f)it easy –

MicroFit dial allows for up to 
24 precise adjustments of the
forehead support, setting the
mask at the most comfortable
position.

• Proven seal – Mirage™ dual-wall
cushion technology reduces
pressure on the nasal bridge
and seals effectively.

• A winning combination – as
you adjust the dial to your pro-
file, the cushion works to seal
effectively, so there is no need
to over-tighten the headgear.

• A range of sizes – with five
cushions to choose from, you’ll
find the perfect fit for you.

• Quiet performance – an array
of small, built-in vents diffuses
air gently and quietly.

• Clear field of vision – slender
forehead support is unobtrusive
and feels light on the face.

• Designed for your lifestyle –
unique partition design in elbow
reduces noise so you and 
your partner can enjoy a good
night’s sleep.

• Includes convenient draw-
string bag to fit your lifestyle
and travel needs. 


